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General Instructions- 

a) Question number 1 to 10 carries 1 mark each. 

b) Question number 11 to 30 carries 3 mark each, answer should be between 70-90 

words. 

c) Question number 31 to 35 carries 5 mark each, answer should be between 100-120 

words. 

d) Question number 36 is map work and carry 5 marks. 

 

Section A 

 

1)  Name the peace treaty signed by Germany with the Allies at the end of the First 

world war. 

2) What is deforestation? 

3)  Who was Dietrich Brandis? 

4) Name the natural habitat of the Indian lion? 

5) What is the full form of MGNREGA? 

6) Name the local winds blowing in summer? 

7) Who appoints the Chief Election Commissioner in India? 

8) How many seats are reserved for women in local bodies? 

9) Which house of Parliament is more powerful in reality? 

10)  Who chairs the Cabinet meetings? 

Section B 

11) Why was Hitler interested in the youth of the country? 

12)  What was the foreign policy of Hitler? 

13)  What is scientific forestry? How did the forest officials implement it? 

14) Why is it necessary to increase area under forests? Give three reasons. 

15)  Why is monsoon considered a unifying bond? 

16)  Write three measures to protect wildlife? 

17)  Explain the role of election commission in the election. 

18)  What does the “Independence of Judiciary" mean? 

19)  Explain any three social indicators through which poverty is looked upon.  

20) How poverty line is estimated in India. 

21) What is a coalition government? 



22)  How is the Lok Sabha more powerful than the Rajya Sabha? 

23) Explain in short, the three categories of the Council of Ministers. 

24)  What do you mean by “voters list”? What is its significance. 

25)  What are the factors affecting the climate of India? 

26)  What is the meaning of flora and fauna? 

27) Why are the forests important to man? 

28)  Describe the main causes of the revolt of Bastar. 

29) Why did government ban shifting cultivation?  

30)  Mention the communities termed as desirables and undesirables by the Nazis. 

Section C 

31)  What was the impact of First World War on European and German society? 

32)  Describe the regional variations in the climatic conditions of India with the help of 

suitable examples. 

33) What is the difference between Political executive and permanent executive? 

34) Discuss the major reasons of poverty in India. 

35)  Why was Dietrich Brandis invited by the British government? What steps were 

taken by him to protect forests? 

36) On an outline map of India show the following. 

i) Areas receiving rainfall over 400 cm.  

ii) Areas receiving less than 20 cm of rainfall.  

iii) Bird Sanctuary  Bharatpur. 

iv) National Park Kaziranga  

v) National Park Corbett. 

 


